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about me

I was born and raised in southeastern Michigan and graduated from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 2014 with a SB in Mechanical
Engineering with a minor in Applied International Studies. I am currently
pursuing my SM in Mechanical Engineering at MIT. My research focuses on
the design of constraint devices for mouse imaging. My work encompasses
design, manufacturing and fabrication, structural analysis, and prototype testing.
Just for fun, I like to design and build combat robots to participate in
competitions all around the country. I recently competed in ABC’s BattleBots
summer 2015 on Team JACD with robot “Overhaul.” Outside academics,
I love cooking, photography, Disney, and traveling all around the world.
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research
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mouse constraint device
objective

2014-15

My graduate research focuses on the development of a constraint device for in vivo mouse
imaging, such as brain or bone marrow imaging, to an accuracy of 1-3μm. In vivo studies of
live animals can lead to a plethora of medical advancements, especially for cancer. Current microscopy techniques can obtain extremely high resolution images. However, the high resolution
cannot be fully exploited due to motions generated by animals’ movements. These include both
regular movements—heartbeats and breathing—and irregular movements from the mouse.

test device design

CAD model of test device

test device setup in protective enclosure

The constraint of soft and compliant bodies
is an underdeveloped field. In order to
determine the upper bound of accuracy
for this device, material properties of the
skin tissue around the skull must be known.
Along with another graduate student,
I designed a test apparatus to measure
the compression behavior of the tissue.
The apparatus includes exchangeable contact probes of various geometries actuated
by a linear voice coil. An air bushing was
used to allow for frictionless movement of
the probe and minimal lateral compliance.
The mouse was mounted on a micrometercontrolled flexure stage to allow for flexible
and high precision positioning. High precision optical linear encoders were mounted
to both the contact probe and flexure
stage to record position. I was responsible
for setting up the data collection code
for the linear encoders using LabView.

moving forward

The next steps of this project include investigating
the application of elastic averaging for mouse
constraint using conformal contact points. A
relationship between the area of contact and
positioner rigidity could then be determined and
a final constraint device designed and fabricated.
experimental setup including electronics
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mold design & testing
SB thesis project

2013-14

components of the 3-part mold

objective

The purpose of this project was to develop a streamlined
process to systematically prepare test specimens and
perform tensile testing on tissue-embedding epoxy
resins used for brain tissue imaging. The material
properties resulting from these tests are crucial
for the optimization of ultramicrotomy, opening
up the possibility of creating full-brain images.

assembled mold in oven

design and fabrication

I designed a 3-part mold to produce standard tensile
testing specimens. Clamping force, thermal expansion,
and material bending were all considered when designing and modeling this mold. The centerpiece of the
mold was waterjet from aluminum and designed to be
reusable. The outer pieces are made of polycarbonate,
at least one of which is clear to allow for user visibility.

materials testing

The specimens produced by the mold were tensile tested
on an Instron machine for preliminary material property
values, such as elastic modulus and fracture stress.

tensile testing of specimen in instron
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micromachining MEMS devices

2012-14

hexflex nanopositioner diagram (figure from Robert Panas’ PhD thesis)

objective

The focus of this project was to develop a fabrication process for fast, flexible, low-cost
nanopositioners with integrated sensing. I worked closely with Robert Panas and Prosper
Nyovanie to develop the process. I was responsible for machining and testing the bulk
micromachining step of the process. The mechanical structure of the Hexflex nanopositioner
was machined from grade 5 titanium on a micromill using endmills as small as 0.02”.

calibration

Accuracy in this cutting process was extremely crucial to the quality of these Hexflexes.
Therefore, tools were calibrated by making test cuts in titanium and measuring the
width of these pockets with a microscope. The repeatability of the z-axis calibration
on the micromill was also measured and calibrated by making ten test cuts and
measuring the depth using a laser interferometer. The feeds and speeds for machining
titanium at this scale was also perfected through iterative testing and measurement.

machining

The Hexflexes were machined on a fully CNC micromill. Using the given CAD model of the Hexflex.
This job was very complex due to tight tolerances and included several passes as well as several
tool changes. I used HSMWorks, a plugin for SolidWorks, to set up the 4.5 hour CNC machining job.
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personal
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deathcap: 3lb vertical spinner

2015

deathcap,

a vertical drum spinner,
is my first personal robot built for
closed-arena combat. Its main weapon
is a spinning hexagonal drum with five
single-tooth hardened tool steel blades
to bite into opponents’ protective
armor and catapult them into the air.

deathcap fully assembled

design

In order to compete against the best of
the best in combat robotics, I paid a lot
of attention to details when designing
Deathcap. At the same time, however,
I also wanted to test out some new concepts. All the parts were fully designed
in SolidWorks to ensure perfect assembly. The focus of the design was to be
extremely space efficient and effective.
full CAD model

fabrication and build

To fabricate Deathcap, I had to utilize
my complete arsenal of machining
skills. The entire frame was cut on a
waterjet and finished on a mill and
drillpress. The armor and drum blades
were both hardened and tempered in
heat treatment ovens. Wheel pulleys
and hex drum were turned on a lathe.

performance

assembled drum with pre-hardened blades
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Deathcap won 2nd place at its debut
competition Bot Blast 2015 and reached
the semifinals in its most recent competition at Dragon Con’s microbattles.
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destroying angel: 30lb flipper

destroying angel in a lifting position

destroying angel

2015

waterjetted back frame plate

is a 30lb flipper robot I designed for “sumo-style” fights on an
open, raised platform as part of HaLuCyNation, a collaboration of 3 engineering women
(Hanna Lin, Lucy Du, and Cynthia Lu). I was primarily responsible for the chassis and frame
design, as well as the integration of subsystems (drive train, weapon, etc). I made many
design decisions, managed the final CAD model, and took charge of most of the fabrication.

design and fabrication

The bot was designed to have aggressive driving and flipping power as well as durability. It was
able to withstand high-speed collisions from other robots and falls from the platform. The flipper
has over 180 degrees of travel and doubles as a self-righting device, a necessity in these fights. The
fabrication of this robot was accomplished using the waterjet, mill, lathe, and benchtop machines.

performance

At its debut event, Dragon Con Robot Battles, Destroying Angel performed as expected in some
close matches, but eventually lost to long-time robot veterans. HaLuCyNation plans to continue
to improve the design and performance of destroying angel for future robotic combat events.

front outriggers designed for lifting leverage
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overhaul: 250lb BattleBot

2015

design

Overhaul is a 250lb lifter/pincher robot
that appeared in the summer 2015
season of ABC’s BattleBots. It is capable
of lifting any opponent off the ground
and pinching with several thousand
pounds of force. The front of the bot has
a wedged “dustpan” used to corral opponents into an optimal position for lifting.

BattleBot: Overhaul in a lifting position

Overhaul’s design also includes a modular drive
system with two configurations—wheels and
“shufflers”—that could be changed out depending
on the opponent. The “shufflers” are a walking
mechanism with four treaded legs on a rotating cam.
closeup of shuffler cams

performance

Overhaul competed in the summer 2015 season of BattleBots and was eventually
defeated in the quarterfinals by Bite Force, the bot that went on to become the champion.

teamwork

Our team had a total
of 8 members who all
participated in the build
and fabrication of this bot.
I was also responsible for
team organizational matters, such as merchandise
sales and travel logistics.

overhaul vs lockjaw in the round of 8

lifting bite force in the quarterfinal
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big hero 6: megabot

2015

megabot in angry, happy, and disassembled configurations

Based on the combat robot in Disney’s Big Hero 6, megabot, was a fun project I took on for
a Hiro Hamada cosplay. Megabot is fully modular with magnetic components, complete with
switchable faces.

design

In terms of functionality, I wanted Megabot to move like it did
in the movie, with “floppy” arms and the ability to reassemble
after falling apart. The best way to accomplish this was using a
multi-part design with embedded magnets. I carefully designed
the whole robot in SolidWorks to match the appearance from the
movie. I also designed pockets with covers for hidden magnets.

CAD model of megabot

fabrication and build

All parts of Megabot were printed on a Zortrax m200 3D
printer using ABS filament. Neodymium magnets were
then inserted into the parts before adhering. In order to
achieve a smooth surface finish and seamless joints, acetone
was carefully brushed on the outer surface of all parts. All
parts were then painted with a matte black finish, and the
faces were hand-painted based on images from the movie.

model showing magnet pockets
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classes
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precision desktop lathe

2013

2.72 - elements of mechanical design

objective

I worked in a group of 6 students to
design, build, and test a fully functional
desktop lathe capable of machining both
aluminum and steel with 50 μm precision.

design and fabrication

fully assembled precision desktop lathe

testing and measurement

The most important part of engineering is to be
able to verify the quality and performance of the
device. A coordinate measuring machine (CMM) was
used to measure the precision of each of the stage
movements and compare it to the predicted model.

During the design phase of the project,
I helped with stiffness calculations and
testing of the spindle to produce one of
the best functioning spindles that year
in the class. I was primarily responsible
for the machining and documentation of
the project. I prepared or approved every
part drawing and process plan for the
entire team throughout the machining
and assembly process. Throughout this
experience, I learned about various mechanical design elements such as flexures,
bearings and power transmissions. I also
gained experience with machining techniques for high-precision applications.

initial cutting test on aluminum

performance

In the end, we were able to build a
complete desktop lathe robust enough
to survive both sledge hammer hits
and table-height drops. Our lathe
was also among the top performing
in speed and runout tolerance.

final machining test
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cake doneness tester

2015

2.131 - advanced instrumentation and measurement

The cake doneness tester was designed as a measurement device to aid any amateur baker
in determining when his/her cake is fully baked. This device utilizes the technique of system identification to measure the changes in mechanical properties of a system using non-destructive methods.
This method takes advantage of the consistency change of the cake throughout the baking process.
During the baking process, several physical properties of the cake drastically change; this device
focuses on the change in mass and stiffness.

complete prototype test setup

benchtop mechanical setup

prototype design

A benchtop prototype was built in order to test the validity of this method. The key
components of the mechanism include a linear motion stage, a linear variable differential
transformer (LVDT), and a voice coil actuator. The voice coil provides a stochastic
binary input as displacement, and its transient displacement response is measured by
the LVDT. I was responsible for the fabrication of the prototype and data collection.

data collection and analysis

concept drawing of integrated device
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The cake was removed at regular increments
from the oven from unbaked batter to
over-baked in order to get a wide spread of
data. Both the stiffness and damping ratio
of the cake were measured using system
identification. From the results, we found
that the peak-to-DC gain ratio increases
as the cake bakes, begins to decrease
once the cake is done, and continues to
decrease as the cake becomes overdone.
Future work would include refining the
timing of “doneness” as well as developing a
device that can be integrated into an oven.
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equitemp: horse boot sensor
2.009 - product engineering processes

2013

EquiTemp

is a system of integrated
wearable devices for showjumping horses that
records leg skin temperature. It was designed
to help riders monitor the health of the tissue
a horse’s legs and indicate its rider if the skin
temperature indicates abnormal inflammation.
The system includes four horse eventing boots,
a rider wristband device, stable-mounted
charging station, and software interface.

CAD model and layout of electronics in boot

I was one of two financial officers on a
team of 20 students; I was responsible
for
managing
the
team
budget
and keeping track of all purchases.

demonstration of rider wristband

In terms of design and fabrication,
I was responsible for the mechanical components of the product and the integration
of our electrical components into popular
existing products. I performed durability and
functionality tests on several iterations of
prototypes. I also participated in the fabrication of the final prototype. At the end of the
term, we filed a provisional patent as a team.
Some of the team members have since
continued developing this product as the
startup Pegasense (www.pegasense.com).

rider (me) putting an electonic boot on the horse
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spinning octopus yoyo

2012

2.008 - design and manufacturing ii

The objective of this project was to design
and fabricate injection-molded yoyos with
thermoformed covers. Fifty yoyos were then
manufactured and measured to analyze the
variation and tolerance in mass manufacturing.
yoyo body mold and pins

design and manufacturing

injection molded bodies and snap-on rings

I worked in a group of 6; each member was responsible for designing and machining the mold
for a part in the yoyo. As a team, we needed to
work together to ensure that all manufactured
parts would remain within tolerance for
assembly, despite manufacturing variations.
Our yoyo featured an octopus with a
stationary face and spinning legs. I was
responsible for the design and fabrication
of the mold for the octopus face. In the end,
we successfully assembled fifty functioning
yoyos from the manufactured parts.

CNC-machined molds for octopus head
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